Pres. English Announces Retirement

By Dave Gerber—News Staff Writer

In what came as a surprise to the Trinity Community last week, James F. English, Jr. announced that he will retire from June 30, 2023. President English also announced that his wife Isabelle are ready to retire.

In the years that English served as president, Trinity went through many economic and financial challenges, particularly due to the Capital Campaign Exceeds 1981. Since 1981, the endowment increased from $27 million to $115.7 million, a growth of over 500%. English's comments on overcoming these challenges highlight his commitment to improving Trinity's financial stability.

Although many attribute Trinity's recent economic growth and fundraising success to English, he notes that the Development Office and others have also worked hard and that their succession of meetings must not go unrecognized.

"The faculty were chosen to reflect the diversity of group of professors and a specific aspect of the discipline," President English mentioned. "The four committee members will be on open meeting and they can get further input from the rest of the faculty."

The two students on the Committee, Barbara Scudder '79 and Kat Smith '79, are both from the Student Government Association. "Student input can happen at any time," President English assured.

Search is on for new President

By Jane Reynolds—News Staff Writer

A search committee for the new President of Trinity College will meet next week for the first time. The search committee for the new President English noted that those who apply for the position, English's also expressed concern over his lack of visibility.

English commented, "We get aggravated at the constant suffering of the students as in previous years." English's commitment to improving the College's general economic status has helped to make Trinity a more affordable institution.

Increased vandalism and false fire alarms have been a significant issue in recent years. President English has expressed concern over the frequency of false fire alarms and the attitude of students toward them.
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Op-Ed

Editorial

With Election Day just one week away, the time for tough choices is very near. With this issue, we attempt to clarify the situation, by presenting information that will shed real light on the real election picture. Whether your choice is John Joe Biden or William Bill Clinton, or your local candidate, or your local election, your vote is going to count, and can be the deciding factor in a close race.

This campaign has been marked by negativity, false charges, and general nastiness, and it seems that the public has become sick of it. Let’s face the start of the campaign, all the way back to the Democratic National Convention. George Bush has seen an extremely popular surge in this great City of the South. President Reagan was expected with a dead fall, and his combination as running mate from one of the Triad offices was no more criticism of Reagan-Bush policies, it was vicious, personal back-biting, the type of campaign that no one should be running.

Candidates can certainly attack their opponents on the issues; after all there is no law that the candidates should all be running. But the attacks must be based on the issues, not on personal prejudices, not on personal feelings. The kinds of charges made by Bush appear to be an effective way to get Bush votes, but this kind of campaign is unhealthy for American democracy.

Our attitude towards domestic problems seems to be, “throw money at it.” Then, after we throw money at the problem, let us go back to the source and continue to throw money at the problem. But, you might say, these programs sound great, they sound like they could work. History says no. But even if they are implemented, all programs need funding, and problems get left off the list. The American taxpayer: “That’s you and me.” George Bush takes the position that government should be forced to spend less, not more. And alt Congressmen have to be forced, for once, to spend less, not more. When Congressmen have to be forced, for once, to spend less, not more, then we can start to talk about the real issues.

And that taxes should not be raised. The Democratic Convention in Atlanta. Bush-Bashing became an extremely popular sport in the South. President Reagan was equated with a dead fish, and Taxachusetts. This is very near. With this issue, we attempt to clarify the situation, by presenting information that will shed some light on the total election picture. Whether your choice is John Joe Biden or William Bill Clinton, or your local candidate, or your local election, your vote is going to count, and can be the deciding factor in a close race.

With all this talk of tough choices, there is one, though, that should not be avoided. The choice of George Bush over Mike Dukakis.

To the Editor,

Homophobes of America, this country is proudly enlisting your services to address this disturbing problem of homosexuality. “Normal” people should not be subjected to these perverted reproducents. Sadism is only against the law and justified only by the CND. Sadism has to be treated in this world due to homosexual activities not for itself but as it has been considered a proper means of birth control. Homosexuals have forced their indiscriminate cessions on society and in the progress, they have won the miles in which we live. Homosexuals are the pillars of society and on their shoul- ders rests the future of the world. Their presence should not be caused in a society that condones these types of reprehensible, histrionic activism. These types of scoundrel acts do not foster a strong family-oriented society and could propels the extinction of this nation beyond the limits of our control.

Accepting homosexuals would not only undermine the values of this nation, but it would threaten our present welfare position. These individuals should repress their homosexual tendencies in order to sustain morality in our country. If these individuals insist on continuing their obnoxious acts, they should remain silent or be kept “under the covers”. Not only would they be maximizing their own self-interest by partaking in these unwholesome acts, but they would also enhance the social welfare of this nation.

With the above in mind, I do not think a serious and separate nation entirely by their “true” people. This may be considered palatable by a large number of the gay population when one calculates the large con- commodities in the country that would be unable to reproduce thereby there would be a serious problem further.

In conclusion, the concept of “National Coming Out Day” demonstrates a faddish attempt of a few isolated, irresponsible individuals that are solely interested in the seeking out of other computations that will accept them socially. The gay population should seek to internalize their sentiments and not vocalize their sexual preferences to a majority that does not wish to have its sensibilities offended.

Respectfully,

Joseph Goult’ 89

Library Reserve
Policy Clarified

Dear Editor,

I want to correct an error in the article on Homosexuality by Patricia Freese in last week’s Triad. The library has never put books on homosexuality on reserve in an effort to avoid controversy. All books are on the regular shelves. The decision to put them on reserve must be obtained by the faculty member for a specific course.

Sincerely,

Ralph S. Limerick, Librarian

Homophobic Response
To Coming Out Day

To the Editor,

This may be considered palatable by a large number of the gay population when one calculates the large commodities in the country that would be unable to reproduce thereby there would be a serious problem further.

In conclusion, the concept of “National Coming Out Day” demonstrates a faddish attempt of a few isolated, irresponsible individuals that are solely interested in the seeking out of other computations that will accept them socially. The gay population should seek to internalize their sentiments and not vocalize their sexual preferences to a majority that does not wish to have its sensibilities offended.

Respectfully,

Joseph Goult’ 89

Cheerleaders Bemoan
Lack of School Spirit

To the Editor,

This may be considered palatable by a large number of the gay population when one calculates the large commodities in the country that would be unable to reproduce thereby there would be a serious problem further.

In conclusion, the concept of “National Coming Out Day” demonstrates a faddish attempt of a few isolated, irresponsible individuals that are solely interested in the seeking out of other computations that will accept them socially. The gay population should seek to internalize their sentiments and not vocalize their sexual preferences to a majority that does not wish to have its sensibilities offended.

Respectfully,

Joseph Goult’ 89
To the Editor,

ConnPIRG is pleased to announce that its voter registration campaign resulted in the registration of approximately 300 new voters at Trinity and 75 in the community. We are currently distributing "election facts" through the mail which outline Dukakis and Bush's positions on major election issues. According to a survey to be published in this week's Triodop, about 90% of the Trinity student body is now registered to vote.

Sincerely,
Trinity Coalition of Black Women

300 Voters Registered

It is important that we make use of our political power by voting on November 8th. Underneath the superficiality and the negativity of the present campaign lies an important election. The candidates have distinctly different positions on the important issues of 1988—issues such as health care, child care, homelessness, abortion contra aid, and financial aid for students. Furthermore, since three of the Supreme Court Justices are new in their eighties, the next president will probably have the opportunity to decisively shape the Supreme Court and leave a lasting mark on the judicial system.

Do not give up the most fundamental right of a democracy. Vote on November 8th. Students who are registered in Hartford vote at the Firehouse on the corner of New Britain Ave. and Summit Street next to ABC Pizza. Voting hours are between 8am and 8pm.

Sincerely,
Eric Lorenzini
Co-Chair of ConnPIRG Voter Registration and Education Committee

Thanks for Hurricane Victims

To the Editor,

We would like to thank the Trinity community for supporting our efforts so aid the hurricane victims in Jamaica.

Sincerely,
Trinity Coalition of Black Women

Two Thanks Petition Signers

Dear Editor,
The Trinity Women's Organization would like to thank all those who signed the CT-National Abortion Action League's petition this week asserting their support of a woman's choice to a safe, legal abortion. Since 1973, when Roe v. Wade was won, legalizing abortion in America, anti-choice, or pro-life organizations have been shipping away at a woman's right to decide what to do with her body. Recently, anti-choice groups have been sending letters to educational institutions providing abortion information. This is just one of many small victories the pro-lifers have gained over women's bodies. CT-NARA is committed to preserving a woman's right to choose, by actively lobbying and organizing grassroots support. By signing this petition, you asserted your desire to remove government interference from women's private lives. You acknowledged that women have the right to make a very difficult decision with as many good options as possible. You understand that no one except the woman can truly make the decision to end her pregnancy.

The petition will be shown to the Connecticut State Legislature to show those decision-makers that many Trinity students, who vote, support a woman's right to choose an abortion, and that it must be kept legal so as to provide a safe, regulated alternative to an unwanted pregnancy. The postcards will be sent to state Senators and Representatives to personally remind them that pro-choice voters plan to stand by their beliefs.

TWO was very pleased by Trinity's support. We admire and appreciate your commitment.

Sincerely,
Trinity Women's Organization

Homosexuality Article Was Flawed: Librarian

Dear Editor,

Let me correct an error in the article on Homosexuality by Patricia Pursell in the October 11th Triangle. The library has bought books on homosexuality in recent years so requested by a faculty member for a specific course. All books are on the regular shelves and must be obtained or reserved by a user. The problem of the acquisition of materials in this area, including this topic, has been purchased with funds donated in memory of P. Scott Marshall '70, who died of AIDS.

Students are encouraged to suggest titles for purchase in any area, including this topic.

Sincerely,
Ralph S. Emerick
Librarian

Search Committee Wants Student Input

To the Members of the Trinity Community:

We have been elected by the Student Government Association to represent the views of the student body on the search committee for the new college president, term beginning in summer 1989.

It is very important to us that we properly represent Trinity students' views and concerns. Therefore, please contact us with any comments and ideas that you have. We would like to have an open forum to enable you to voice your concerns. Also we will communicate with you about the progress of the search on all matters that are not confidential through the Tripod. You can contact us by phone or by mail.

Sincerely,
Katie Sherr
Phone 246-6078
Box 1410

Barbara Scudder
Phone 246-6078
Box 1400

Voting for the ACLU

Is Voting Against The 1st Amendment

Dear Editor,

The First Amendment says: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof..." We tell us, the free exercise of religion is wrong, or in their letter, the ACLU said: "measuring and practice of religion (are) pervasive in the public education system.

In this presidential election, we have the right to say, yes to a mess of postage and a member of the ACLU, yes to the First Amendment. If we say yes to the First Amendment, perhaps the whole school can say, "one nation under God," without the threat of being sued and seeking damages.

Sincerely,
Susan Coty
Hammondsport, Kentucky

Angry? Write the Tripod
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**U.S. Ambassador Evaluates Glasnost**

**By John Claude**

**News Staff Writer**

The U.S. ambassador to Russia, Husain A. Arthur, said he was an early beneficiary of the new openness aspects of Mikhail Gorbachev's perestroika.

"One of the most immediate problems facing Gorbachev is the institutional corruption of the Soviet era," Arthur said. "For example, Gorbachev basically created a system in which all the elements made promises with each other. One is considered the son.. not one both... must improve the economy and compete more." However, the military wasn't in line because "the military was the main support for the economy and foreign policy."

"They are beginning to operate in the Western tradition... they discuss the world in my business." "It's hard to tell what a class is like before they come," Arthur said. "We're looking to weed out the worst so as to improve the students and the economy."

**Battis Discusses Soviet Economy**

**By Skelly Matthews**

Professor Robert Battis presented his speech "Perestroika and Economic Reality" at the S.G.A. meeting on October 28. Battis traced the economic development of the Soviet state through its seventy years of existence and brought to light some of the challenges of Mikael Gorbachev's economic program.

Battis first noted that while the Nikita Khrushchev era was known for its industrialization, the Gorbachev era has focused on economic growth. Battis pointed out that the economic challenges facing the Soviet Union are significant, with the need to transition to a market economy and compete more.

"This period is so short it's hard to tell what a class is like before they come," Arthur said. "We're looking to weed out the worst so as to improve the students and the economy."

**SGA Plans Course Survey**

The SGA plans to conduct a course satisfaction survey at the end of the current semester. Students will be able to evaluate the quality of the survey. The questionnaire will ask for comments on the teacher and his or her teaching style, the workload, and the class, in addition to the availability of the professor, and the percentage of participation expected in class, among other general topics.

Levin decided to replace this system in 1921 with personal evaluation reports. The "New Economic Plan," better known as NEP, was introduced in 1921. Under the auspices of this program, peasants could sell their products and investments were made in transactions. The system was to survive on better and allocation by the government. As a result, production collapsed and economic recovery was created.

"We feel that there are a good professionals here at Trinity and we hope to continue this by conducting surveys to determine the effectiveness of the survey," said Mosein.

The questionnaire will be conducted at the end of the current semester and will include questions on the teacher's ability to cover the material. Mosein added that the survey will be conducted in preliminary stages, and the feedback will be used to improve the program in the future.

"We know that the Soviet system is one of natural law and in the government. As a result, production collapsed and economic recovery was created."
President Initiates Racial Task Force

By Jennifer Hillman
News Staff Writer

A Race Relations Task Force is being started at Trinity by Dean Winer. Co-chairing the task force will be George Higgins and Paul Kennedy. The Task Force's goals will be to have students and faculty talk and express their concerns about relations and to develop more positive relationships between the races. "I think it's a good opportunity for people to talk to each other (about race relations)," commented Dean Winer.

The Task Force will compare Trinity's race relations with those at other campuses. Their concern will be to tell both groups feel comfortable on this campus and if they are not, why?

What can we, as members of the Trinity community, do to make everyone feel comfortable? Since there are increasing numbers of minority students and faculty, this is a legitimate concern.

At a meeting on October 13, it was decided that the task force will begin by interviewing different people on campus, ranging from students to faculty to administration. These will be anonymous interviews and will mainly develop a feeling for the types of issues significant to minority students. Many different groups will be invited to comment about their experience at this college. Representatives of both minority and majority groups will be asked for their input, thus giving the task force a multidimensional perspective on the topic of racial relations.

Once this process of investigating is completed, the task force will then read and determine what information they have gathered. Later, structure will be added to the work of the task force. Presently, the interviews have not begun and the members of the Task Force are still tossing around ideas.

Pike Hosts Upward Bound Party

HARTFORD, Conn. — On Saturday, October 29, Pi Kappa Alpha hosted a Halloween party for Trinity's Upward Bound program in the fraternity house at 94 Vernon Street. This move coincides with the fraternity's relationship with the organization, and be the newest link between Upward Bound and Trinity College.

"Groups such as Upward Bound want campus organizations to get involved, but in on-going relationships rather than one-time assistance," Deborah Smith, '88 and counselor for Upward Bound is pleased with the new relationship of the two groups. "Our organization calls for a continued effort," said Smith. "Upward Bound is founded on personal interaction — interaction you can't build in one night." Pike has been very enthusiastic about the program. Smith continued, "I look forward to working with the fraternity in the future."

Upward Bound is a national organization with 400 chapters across the country, each linked with a college or university. Trinity's chapter was founded in 1973 and has been increasingly strong ever since. "Our chapter works with about 45 students in high schools," said Smith. "Students are recruited as freshmen in college or university. Trinity's chapter will join the University of Connecticut and Wesleyan University in a contest to promote voter participation. The three colleges have agreed that the chapter with the highest percent of their student body voting will be declared the winner. The Secretary of State, Julia H. Tashjian, will declare the winner within one week after the votes have been accounted for."

Students at Trinity College are encouraged to go down to the Old Firehouse on New Britain Avenue (near ABC pizza) and vote. Also, all those who are voting by absentee ballots should get in touch with their dorm representatives, so that their votes may be documented.

SGA Info Box

Points of interest from SGA’s Tuesday 25th meeting:

- The issue of reinstating the Iron Pony Pub was discussed. Anybody interested in this should contact Dan Sarrant or John Cox.

- In lieu of President English’s announced retirement, two students, Katie Sherr and Barbara Scudder were elected to participate in the search for a future president.

- Discussion of increased and improved transportation in order to integrate the students of Trinity with the cultural events within Hartford was another issue brought up. All those with any input should contact Brian Neil.

- Tuesday's meeting also entertained the topic of student evaluations. The purpose of these evaluations would be to better educate the students about the multitude of courses offered at Trinity.

Topics of next week's meeting:

- More on student evaluations.

- Hunger week, Compring, & Trinity.

Trinity Enters Voter Contest

On November 8, 1988, Trinity College will join the University of Connecticut and Wesleyan University in a contest to promote voter participation. The three colleges have agreed that the chapter with the highest percent of their student body voting will be declared the winner. The Secretary of State, Julia H. Tashjian, will declare the winner within one week after the votes have been accounted for.

Students at Trinity College are encouraged to go down to the Old Firehouse on New Britain Avenue (near ABC pizza) and vote. Also, all those who are voting by absentee ballots should get in touch with their dorm representatives, so that their votes may be documented.

- Jessica Gilbert

OUR FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM:
More than a learning experience

RECEPTION
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3
at 4:30 p.m.
Wesleyan Campus Center Multipurpose

We invite all Seniors from Wesleyan, University of Connecticut, Connecticut College & Trinity College to get to know the people and finance opportunities available at Salomon Brothers.

Salomon Brothers Inc
Market Makers and investment Bankers
One New York Plaza, New York, NY 10036
A strange thing happens around Trinity at midnight every night. You get this sudden urge to take a walk. Don't worry, you're not going to do any harm. Well, I certainly hope not. Your first thought is to ask yourself, "Is this knowledge that you are comfortably nestled between a row of serene Chapel pillars and a pile of unruly undergraduates? What the hell is going on?" You feel safe and relaxed. It's a new experience for you. It feels like you're accomplishing something. However, this is only a good idea if you actually have a paper due or an exam in the morning which you have woken up at some point after sunset. At one point he has slept through the entire four hours of your dad's sermon. He went snow blind.

The majority of people at this campus tend to be confused by the phenomenon known as "Night Owls." This is because people who have never truly experienced it. There are a variety of activities which can be enjoyed after midnight. Here are a few:

1) Pretend to do work. This is a relatively good idea. You feel like you're accomplishing something. However, this is only a good idea if you actually have a paper due or an exam in the morning. In other words, you cannot do this if you have something due at 8:00 A.M. or 11:30 P.M. (the universal bedtime for some people, people who have no exams for 60 days. People who have no exams for 60 days on whom students whose parents are closely related to Aunt Bob. In fact, they seem to be totally unrelated to any other branch of the human species.

2) Watch Movies. Most people on campus either own a VCR or have friends who do (which is an interesting statement on the priority system here, but I digress). Watching movies at 3:00 A.M. is definitely better than watching television at 3:00 A.M. As a visual aid to Alvin's "80's: Saving the whales that are in peril", look at the whales in the north at night. Every Eskimo and his uncle were trying to free these creatures so that they could safely return to sea, swim south and spawn with the rest of the whales. Evidently, they were supposed to leave Alaska several weeks earlier, but their travel plans got all screw up, and they were too late. The ice had formed over, and the whales had no way of breathing, except through a small hole in the ice. As Eskimos noticed the whales, and desperate for air, an emaciated Eskimo noticed the whales, and got help. The rest is history. Eskimos noticed the whales, and got help. The rest is history.

3) Figure out why you did it. This is the introspective part. You and your friends can waste the whole night Irvine to a) figure out a reason to waste the whole night Irvine to a) figure out why you did it, b) try to forget what you did last night, c) figure out if you're in jail, and d) figure out why you're in jail. What people seem to forget is that Eskimos and the Soviet troops are bringing in the rest of the whales and the Eskimos aren't opportunistic? No, I'm pretty sure that the Eskimos and the Soviet troops are bringing in the rest of the whales and the Soviet troops are bringing in the rest of the whales. The late Eskimos who spotted whales, but realized the profit potential of selling some whales. The real Eskimos and the Soviet troops are bringing in the rest of the whales. The real Eskimos and the Soviet troops are bringing in the rest of the whales. You know it's true: the whales can't hunt mummals, said one wise zany.

4) Play Loud Music. There is a knack to this. First of all, you must play music loud enough to wake everyone on your hall. If you are not, there is no reason why anyone else should, and it is your sacred duty to make sure that no one else does. Secondly, you must play music which has a meaningful effect on those who are awake. You've heard of it: "The music at a volume must low enough that no one will think to call in a noise complaint. What you are striving for is the effect of waking someone up and making him say, "That's not loud!" I can go back to sleep with that playing." They, can't, of course, but its fun to play with daylights. You and your friends can waste the whole night Irvine to a) figure out why you're awake (besides that sixth cup of coffee and b) try to understand some of the reasons for this bizarre activities that you have just completed. You must not waste the rest of the night. 4:00 A.M. is a good time to finish up. These revelations should not concern you too much. When you wake up after tomorrow morning, these revelations will continue to surprise you.
Don Miller could figure out how the lunch line rushing defense is set up, and translate it to the food. Trimm would never be scared on again.

Breakfast Conversation:
Don’t talk to people in the moving.
They don’t want to hear it.

Lunch Conversation:
By the time you get out of the line you will have 20 minutes to eat before your next class and internship begins. If you eat fast enough you can check mail before you go. Most lunch conversation that takes place in the ten minutes people spend at lunch is just a shorter version of what is discussed at the real most important meal of the day, dinner.

Dinner Conversation:
If you sit down with a bunch of people to waste the two hours that can be spent on dinner, social etiquette demands that you at least try to talk to them. There is nothing more unsettling than picking a group of people to eat with, finding out you have nothing to say to any of them, eating in 10 minutes and leaving.

The opening question at dinner is the traditional, “so, much work do you have tonight?” It works like a drinking game. Someone asks the opening question and looks at someone else. That person has to answer the question and then look at a person either across from him her or on a diagonal, who then has to answer the question. Play proceeds around the table until everyone has a chance to whine a little. People who have not work get snapped at from above. The conversation that arises from this game is also one is interesting as the conversation that arises from the average drinking game. I mean, does anyone really care about Bob’s thesis when they have their own Organic tests to deal with? After the “how much work” game dies down, it is much more interesting to talk about something else.

Here are some suggestions so you can impress your friends with your lively personality.

1) Complain about the food. Even if it’s good. After a few weeks in SAGA, nobody ever wants to hear that someone else has found “the good food.” It is much better for all the food to be listed if table harmony is to be maintained.

2) Religion, especially if you have had a few classes in the stuff. It really doesn’t mean that much to that many people and my experiences is that even the most devout Catolic never being made fun of (my friend is a devout Catholic, so I can say that). People are always willing to offer opinions on something as abstract as religion. Any arguments that arise can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

3) Movies. A second choice, to be sure. People eating dinner together have just seen all the same movie, so movies will never be an all-inclusive conversation. Nevertheless, it may be the only thing you can talk about if you sense conversation beginning to sag, start talking about the last movie you saw. It is easier to criticize than praise. Remember that you are trying to be likeable so to describe the flaws in the last one you saw should be more efficient than anything to nobody, so they don’t get upset.

4) Sex. The grandaddy of conversation starters. If you want to always couch serious discourse in the series of two to three in the form of jokes and make sure every time someone crosses the line of bad taste. If what you are expressing, you are just kidding. (fuh... If you get into an argument with someone, it’s a fan you have all night (most likely...)

5) Sports. A last ditch attempt to get conversation going, unless of course the entire table is made up of sports fans. This is in which case it will only the thing ever discussed. Sports while having the advantage of being a universal topic (except the Red Sox), has the drawback of being somewhat obvious, and of no interest to all others (just about every woman I know have an idea). A worst case scenario is to have the person on your right who has sporn talking to each other about AA battering average leaders and 23 other thing. Remember, the only way to change the subject is to

Things that should never, ever, ever be mentioned in a dinner conversation:
Politics. It is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry (never eat dinner with more than one Chem major), and your personal anxieties.

People around here get really bitter if their politics are ridiculed at the dinner table. Arguments over politics always end with someone leaving in a huff and everyone else just kind of sitting around, suddenly fascinated with the exact composition of what’s on their trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.

Politics is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry is never a dinner topic. So the trick is figuring out the exact composition of what’s on your trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.

Politics is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry is never a dinner topic. So the trick is figuring out the exact composition of what’s on your trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.

Politics is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry is never a dinner topic. So the trick is figuring out the exact composition of what’s on your trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.

Politics is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry is never a dinner topic. So the trick is figuring out the exact composition of what’s on your trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.

Politics is known beforehand that everyone within three tables are all members of the same political party. Chemistry is never a dinner topic. So the trick is figuring out the exact composition of what’s on your trays.

Eating dinner with Chem. majors is a very bad thing to do. First of all, they work harder than anyone in the school and they just love to rag you about it. “Why don’t you get a real major?” they say. “I’ve got a B+ in Engineering basics” is the reply. The person who is the most upset can probably be defused by merely asking the person who is the most upset to pass the salt.

There are some suggestions for you to use in the next dinner conversation.
We all use them, we all know what they are, and when to recognize them. Many of us have also been so accustomed to not use them, often to portray their subjects unfairly and too generally. But, when Mr. & Ms. Gregory, in their action, spoke highly of their portrayal and understanding in his tone, it reflected in their style, as being funny, nice, educated, and amiable. The question seems to be: when stereotypes are acceptable, and when should they be avoided?

Historically, stereotypes have been used as an escape to keep oppressed groups away from others. They are out of context to positions with the dominant group. In other examples: the change in languages, and postbellum period as alternating and submissive control felts something else. She feels she has been caught in a false relationship. One doesn’t know how to react to someone on weekends or weekdays without just having continuous one-night stands. I have told her she’s going to have to deal with this and start accepting it. There could be a supermarket, and I still think of them as the way they are around here. I don’t know what I’m doing. I’m not aware of it.

Stereotypes are used as an escape to keep oppressed groups away from others. They are out of context to positions with the dominant group. In other examples: the change in languages, and postbellum period as alternating and submissive control. Many others have talked to me about stereotypes. There are certain portrayals that perpetuate untruths, regardless of whether they are true or not. These categorizations are necessary, because they are based on certain aspects of our culture. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable. We have often heard, “I can say that, because I’m Jewish.” We have been told to use them. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable.

In the historic sense; of course, there is no other way of thinking. However, it is important to understand that we should not use these stereotypes as a common bond. Stereotypes are used as a way to control the improper use of stereotypes. If you must use stereotypes, use them in a way which represents the actual experience of people belonging to a group. For example, the terms “chic,” “babe,” or whatever, with little understanding of these instances are cases where one stereotype is true across races or groups. There are certain portrayals that perpetuate untruths, regardless of whether they are true or not. These categorizations are necessary, because they are based on certain aspects of our culture. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable. We have often heard, “I can say that, because I’m Jewish.” We have been told to use them. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable.

In the historic sense; of course, there is no other way of thinking. However, it is important to understand that we should not use these stereotypes as a common bond. Stereotypes are used as a way to control the improper use of stereotypes. If you must use stereotypes, use them in a way which represents the actual experience of people belonging to a group. For example, the terms “chic,” “babe,” or whatever, with little understanding of these instances are cases where one stereotype is true across races or groups. There are certain portrayals that perpetuate untruths, regardless of whether they are true or not. These categorizations are necessary, because they are based on certain aspects of our culture. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable. We have often heard, “I can say that, because I’m Jewish.” We have been told to use them. They are a way of thinking that is acceptable.
Dukakis: Out of Touch With America

By Marc Grossman

Since losing the second debate to George Bush, Michael Dukakis has warned Republicans not to be overconfident. He has tried to wage class warfare by suggesting that supporters of the Vice President are "already slipping champagne from each other's glasses." This is nothing more than an attempt to disguise his own political performance. The candidate by dividing American society into opposing groups, rich v. poor, white v. black.

This is Dukakis' basic problem: he simply doesn't understand why the American people do not like him. He does not understand why people are optimistic about the future and their potential to succeed. When George Bush sees opportunity and hope, Michael Dukakis sees "tough choices" and a vision of an America in decline. The American people will reject the "pessimistic, defeatist, mindless" style of Dukakis. Michael Dukakis will be defeated because he is out of touch with the American people and has been an emotional \textit{iceman} in the defense of his own liberal philosophy. He has been a basic set of values known collectively as "American values."

Michael Dukakis has utterly failed in every opportunity presented him to identify with those values. The very first question of the debate was what Dukakis would do if his wife was raped and murdered; would he put the death penalty on the death of the criminal? The liberal technocrats from the Kennedy era replied, "No, I would not. I don't support the death penalty."

There should be no display of emotion; the American people expect a passionate response, not a cold-blooded one. Dukakis answered in a textbook liberal position on the death penalty (defending the rights of the criminal over those of the victim) and completely ignored the Florida drug problem.

It should be no wonder that the American people do not know who Michael Dukakis is, the person, really. He is not a personality capable to pitch out, identify himself, or make contact with people. He is a politician sitting behind a desk making complex, and most people expect a leader to show passion and conviction and be a source of inspiration. Even Dukakis' critics are unable to explain why he cannot understand this.

Dukakis, as expected, discusses facts and statistics. He points to the so-called "Massachusetts miracle" as a reason for voters to support his campaign. Well, as President Reagan said at New Orleans, "facts are stubborn things." Let us consider some aspects of the Dukakis record and it will become clear why he has failed.

Michael Dukakis has had great problems with criminal justice. His opposition to death penalty is well known. He also presided over a far-reaching program which gained infamy in the only program in the nation to allow convicted murderers to own guns. Dukakis had not even served enough time to be eligible for parole, to have a weekend off, unpunished. And when Willie Horton escaped during one such weekend pass, he went to Maryland and terrorized a couple, raping the man over twenty times and raping the man's fiancée repeatedly. The people of Maryland refused to extradite Willie Horton to Massachusetts (for obvious reasons). Michael Dukakis would simply let him out again. Indeed, Massachusetts continues to have a revolving door system of criminal justice.

Dukakis finally signed a death penalty bill, and the very first question of the debate was what Dukakis would do if his wife was raped and murdered; would he put the death penalty on the death of the criminal? Dukakis has failed in every opportunity presented him to identify with those values.

Another important issue is government ethics. Dukakis has been on television to say that he is the most honest politician. But when his own education consultant was convicted of accepting bribes and is now serving a jail sentence, Dukakis was thrown to the wolves. In short, this is the man Bentsen, an honest man whose integrity has been proven, would like to see impeach.

Dukakis' lack of experience and record continued to his lack of support for the death penalty. He offered an offer of training to those who have been in the death penalty campaign to take over as the President and that he has not made a difference in the Massachusetts records while he was governor. The treatment was unfair and brutal and no matter how unqualified Quayle may have been, he perhaps has something to do with the treatment he himself received in the Massachusetts presidential campaign.

Lloyd Bentsen is an outstanding politician and a presidential candidate on the Democratic ticket since more than two years in the Senate and the support of rich business contacts. He has also served six years in the House. His total experience amounted to ten years, two years less than that of Dan Quayle, and Bentsen was not only the candidate of the Democratic ticket on little more than to balance the ticket, for little more reason than to balance the ticket for a liberal nomination, except of course that he never made it anywhere in 1976. He was still alive when he in his Democratic rival might have caused a certain resentment in Bentsen to arise in his battle with Quayle.

Though most Republicans hate him, Dan Quayle is hardly a qualified candidate for the vice President, but the role of Vice President offers a choice of training to the effective national leader. As the Vice President, Dan Quayle will receive the opportunity to gain valuable experience in the workings of a presidential administration to take over in a time of crisis. In fact, that is the central purpose of the office of the Vice President (yes, he does have other specific duties).

But getting that office—here is a man destroying Quayle on basis of the fact that Dan is more qualified to be the President and that he cannot compete to Jack Kennedy. The treatment was unfair and brutal and no matter how unqualified Quayle may have been, he perhaps has something to do with the treatment he himself received in the Massachusetts presidential campaign.

Lloyd Bentsen has been a presidential candidate on the Democratic ticket in the last two years in the Senate and the support of rich business contacts. He has also served six years in the House. His total experience amounted to ten years, two years less than that of Dan Quayle, and Bentsen was not only the candidate of the Democratic ticket but the covered White House. This attempt proved to backfire as he suffered much from negative campaign.

But that all but finished him. Some accuse him of being a super egoist. You cannot change a candidate, and so on. Needless to say, he had no way of dealing with the Civil Service bureaucracy and failed to achieve a distinct identification which voters might side with. The results of this failure were obvious. Now in 1988, Bentsen has become the option for Vice President for little more reason than to balance the ticket for a liberal nomination, except of course that he never made it anywhere in 1976. This shelling he took from his Democratic rival might have caused a certain resentment in Bentsen to arise in his battle with Quayle. Since his fellow politicians had pushed no punches, he probably did so need to pull his punches. But Jack Kennedy, being a friend of Lyndon Johnson, does not necessarily make him a friend of Jack Kennedy. Perhaps he was an "accomplice."

In general, he gave support to most of the Reagan administration bills during the last two years. Lloyd Bentsen had an easy time winning the election to the Senate again and again having greater funds than his opponent due to those business contacts. His lack of achievement from Roy Romer "James M. Collins" in 1982, 1984, 1986. Would he explicitly support President Reagan in the election? If Bentsen has been over the 50 percent, he is an honest man whose integrity has been proven, would like to see impeach.

Dukakis has been divided in Party created going about 50-50 as most of the issues, but has been overwhelming in support of the conservative coalition in the Senate. He is a hard-line anti-communist, but takes the middle-of-the-road approach in trade issues. He devotes a great amount of his time to reviving American industries, particularly the gas and oil companies. He is diametrically opposed to the Democratic coalition. In fact, he was held to account for this question in the debate, but deftly avoided by extolling the work of Michael Dukakis in the Senate.

Perhaps the highest position that these senators from this woman succeed in what of a moderate and disposed toward compromise.

In short, this is the man Bentsen, devoted supporter of conservative coalition, with a special importance to his black and white image. He is a conservative, basically hard-line in its defense of the personal income and school prayer. He seems to be wavering on party issues.

Continued on A-3
Skeletors In the Closet: Iran-Contra Haunts Bush

—By Jonathan Kolk—

World Outlook Writer

On November 8, Americans might elect George Bush as President of the United States. However, before the American people commit to such a decision, the record of George Bush and Dan Quayle must be carefully examined. George Bush and Dan Quayle, as well as the campaign's closest advisors, Donald Trump and Sam Nunn, arc part of a network of individuals who have consistently ignored American and International Law. The story of the nationally significant American and International Law. The story of the November 8, 1988 election is one of the few times in history that a candidate for President has been forced to answer questions about his past. This is because of the Iran-Contra scandal. The scandal involved the illegal sale of arms to Iran for the purpose of freeing hostages held in that country. The proceeds of this illegal transaction were then used to support the contras in Nicaragua, a communist country that is hostile to the United States. The contras were fighting against a socialist government in Nicaragua. The sale of arms to Iran was illegal because it violated United Nations sanctions against Iran. The sanctions were in place because of Iran's support for international terrorism and its ongoing conflict with Israel.

The Iran-Contra scandal was first revealed in 1987, and it has since become one of the most significant events in American political history. The scandal involved a network of individuals who were involved in the illegal sale of arms to Iran. These individuals included President Reagan, Vice President Bush, and a number of high-ranking government officials. The scandal is significant because it revealed that the government had been involved in illegal activities, and that the government had been lying to the American people about what was happening.

The Iran-Contra scandal also revealed that the government had been involved in the violation of international law. The United States had been violating United Nations sanctions against Iran, which were in place because of Iran's support for international terrorism and its ongoing conflict with Israel. The violation of international law by the United States is significant because it has set a dangerous precedent for other countries to violate international law.

The Iran-Contra scandal has also had a significant impact on the American political system. The scandal has revealed that the government has been lying to the American people, and that the political system is broken. The scandal has also revealed that the government has been involved in illegal activities, and that the government has been violating international law. The Iran-Contra scandal has been a significant event in American political history, and it is likely to have a long-term impact on the American political system.

Time to Vote for Dukakis

—By Kyle Abdulla—

Special to the Tripod

On Tuesday, November 8, American voters will go to the polls to choose the leader of their country. It is the oldest and most respected office in American government, and it is the one that holds the office of President of the United States. The choice is a difficult one. Bush and Reagan are both very popular, and they offer a “thousand points of light.” Whoever wins, the new President will have to deal with a host of problems, from unemployment to drug abuse. The choice is a difficult one.

The choice is a difficult one. Bush and Reagan are both very popular, and they offer a “thousand points of light.” Whoever wins, the new President will have to deal with a host of problems, from unemployment to drug abuse. The choice is a difficult one.

In addition, Dukakis possesses something that George Bush and Dan Quayle could have ever hoped to have: common sense. Unlike Bush (and certainly unlike Quayle), Dukakis, when he finds something, it’s both right and it’s wrong. More than a tool of his handlers and media advisers, he thinks for himself and makes his own decisions. That’s something more than we can say for any current Republican. What’s more, Mike Dukakis sees the problems this country faces, and realizes that we must reckon with them if we hope to survive. Dukakis will not ignore (as the Republicans do) America’s debt, our trade weaknesses, our poor schools, our drug problem, our homeless, the government corruption, or the destruction of the middle class.

Another important reason to vote Democratic on November 8 is that George Bush, if elected, will almost certainly go down in history as a Republican Jimmy Carter. He lacks Carter’s kindness, his vision, his commitment to the American people. Willie Horton? For example, Dukakis is quick- oned and decisive. Unlike Bush, who realized how wrong this Re- publican program was—and got rid of it. As far as Boston Herald is concerned, Bush’s best campaign ad will be one that shows the Democratic candidate running unopposed.

It is a fact that George Bush knows exactly all the events concerning the transfer of arms to Iran for money, a major crisis in American foreign relations. That meeting was attended by National Security Advisor Brent Scowcroft, the CIA director, and President Bush. The meeting was held in July 1986, and it was attended by two key players in the Iran-Contra scandal: Oliver North and John Poindexter. North and Poindexter were both involved in the illegal sale of arms to Iran, and they were both fired from their positions in the Bush administration.

In addition, North and Poindexter were both involved in a campaign of innuendo, half-truths, and lies. They were trying to shift the blame for the illegal sale of arms from themselves to others, and they were trying to cover up their own involvement in the scandal. This is why the Iran-Contra scandal is so significant: it shows that the government has been involved in illegal activities, and that the government has been lying to the American people.

We already know about Dan Quayle’s questionable record. He has a long history of lying and deception, and he has been involved in a number of scandals. He has been implicated in the Iran-Contra scandal, and he has been implicated in the Panama Papers scandal. He has also been involved in a number of other scandals, and he has been known to lie about his involvement in these scandals.

For these reasons, we should not vote for George Bush. We should vote for Mike Dukakis, who has a proven record of integrity and honesty. He has been involved in the Iran-Contra scandal, and he has been implicated in the Panama Papers scandal. He has also been involved in a number of other scandals, and he has been known to lie about his involvement in these scandals.

In conclusion, we should vote for Mike Dukakis. He has a proven record of integrity and honesty, and he has been involved in the Iran-Contra scandal. He is the only candidate who can be trusted to lead this country, and he is the only candidate who can solve America’s problems.
Dukakis: Out of Touch

Balancing a Liberal Ticket

In the August 25th issue of the Cenzo Bay Weekly, a news and arts magazine based in Portland, Maine, Bob Dylan was dubbed a prophet of the sixties because he had the clever ability to combine rock music and politics. He was the first of many artists of that genre, and even today there are still some around like Bruce Cockburn and Billy Bragg.

Many of Dylan’s songs foresaw times to come. “Like a Rolling Stone” predicted a generation of middle-class kids hitting the road; “Masters of War” revealed the military-industrial complex as the foundation of the Pentagon procurement scandals.

In particular, the song “The Wicked Messenger” off the “John Wesley Harding” album follows George Bush’s campaign so closely that I wonder if Dylan really could see twenty years into the future.

There was a wicked messenger
From Eli he did come,
With a mind that multiplied
The smallest matter.
When questioned who had sent for him,
He answered with his thumb,
For his tongue it could not speak, but only flatter.

He stayed behind the assembly hall,
It was there he made his bed,
Oftentimes he could be seen returning.
Until one day he just appeared
With a note in his hand which read,
“The soles of my feet, I swear they’re burning.”

Oh, the leaves began to part,
And the people that confronted him were many,
And he was told but these few words,
Which opened up his heart,
“If ye cannot bring good news, then don’t bring any.”

© 1968 by Dwarf Music
The Progressive Student Alliance conducted a survey aimed at discerning the political attitudes of the Trinity student body. The survey was conducted over a two-week period and reached 220 students, or approximately 13% of the campus. Interestingly, 90% of the eligible student voters are, in fact, registered to vote in the Presidential election. (Some of the credit is owed to the Campus Voter registration drive through which over 300 students were registered in one week period.) Hopefully the Trinity students will become active participants in the upcoming election and use the power of the ballot.

For fourteen days students were registered in a one week period. The statistics do show more drive through which over 300 students registered to vote in the Presidential election. Hopefully the Trinity students will become active participants in the upcoming election and use the power of the ballot. Polls show that the government’s general population is politically informed. However, most students felt they are. This gave credit to Trinity students for being interested and knowledgeable of their issues that concern the US and the world. It also shows a need for education of people so they can informed choices about the candidates they prefer. Vote education, as well as registering people to vote, will lessen apathy and encourage citizen participation in government

Trinity students believe the cultural and racial discrimination is a problem in the United States. Likewise, the Trinity administration has acknowledged such a problem exists. Over the past several years the administration has done a commendable job in increasing minority enrollment. Efforts, such as the task force on homophobia, have made strides in combating institutionalized discriminatory practices.

To conclude, the results of this poll show that Trinity is politically active in the campus. The fact that 90% of the students surveyed were registered to vote was encouraging. No vote.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are you registered to vote?</th>
<th>Yes 90%</th>
<th>No 10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **Do you consider yourself to fall in the political spectrum?**
  - very liberal: 8%
  - liberal: 26%
  - middle of the road: 33%
  - conservative: 26%
  - very conservative: 1%

- **Do you consider yourself politically informed?**
  - Yes: 61%
  - No: 15%
  - Unaffiliated: 15%
  - Undecided: 10%

- **Are you going to vote in the November election?**
  - Yes: 79%
  - No: 12%
  - Undecided: 9%

- **Which presidential candidate do you prefer?**
  - Dukakis: 42%
  - Bush: 36%
  - Unaffiliated: 11%
  - Neither: 3%
  - Other: 2%

- **Would you vote for Ronald Reagan if he ran for re-election?**
  - Yes: 22%
  - No: 64%
  - Undecided: 13%

- **Should a woman have the right to have a legal abortion?**
  - Yes: 74%
  - No: 25%
  - Undecided: 1%

- **Under the Reagan Administration, has the environment improved, remained the same, or worsened?**
  - improved: 9%
  - remained the same: 39%
  - worsened: 58%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Undecided</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States should impose economic sanctions on South Africa</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Death Penalty should be legal</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The United States should be more accessible</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Income Housing should be Federally funded</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual discrimination in the U.S.</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing the Trade Deficit should be the first priority of the next administration</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing the National Debt should be the first priority of the next administration</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The United States should support the contras with economic assistance</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of US students are politically informed</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of the nation is politically informed</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the question of whether the general population is politically informed an overwhelming 83% of students, all parties alike, voted that they did not feel the general population is politically informed. However, most students felt they are. This gave credit to Trinity students for being interested and knowledgeable of their issues that concern the US and the world. It also shows a need for education of people so they can informed choices about the candidates they prefer. Vote education, as well as registering people to vote, will lessen apathy and encourage citizen participation in government.

Trinity students believe the cultural and racial discrimination is a problem in the United States. Likewise, the Trinity administration has acknowledged such a problem exists. Over the past several years the administration has done a commendable job in increasing minority enrollment. Efforts, such as the task force on homophobia, have made strides in combating institutionalized discriminatory practices.

To conclude, the results of this poll show that Trinity is politically active in the campus. The fact that 90% of the students surveyed were registered to vote was encouraging. No vote.
Fulco Discusses Presidential Race

-By Heather Smith- News Writer

Rather than give a lecture, Professor Renee Fulco conducted a discussion about the candidates and issues of the 1988 elections. She felt it would be more interesting and helpful to students if they could ask questions to her and one another.

Before she began taking questions she did some campaigning herself. "It's important to vote, if for no other reason than the appointments to the Supreme Court. Everyone who is eligible to vote should vote.

Q: What do you think about the televised debates?
A: First of all, the debates were not eligible to vote should vote.

Q: If television distorts things, then where do I go to get information about the candidates and campaigns?
A: Okay, this is what the candidates say, not necessarily what they will do. Bush will continue with the legacy of Reagan because Reagan has done good things for the economy and American spirit. He wants to remember the past eight years and continue to strengthen foreign affairs and deregulation. Bush lacks the experience at different levels and his ambitions as a leader.

Dukakis doubts Bush and his character and likites to bring up the Six Corinix scandal. He doesn't think Reagan did enough and that the government needs to do more for the middle class. He brings up the fact that people can't go to college or buy new homes. He appeals to people who voted Democrat in the House and Senate, but Reagan for the presidency.

Now, I have a question for you. What is your opinion of Quayle?
A: Yes, I think it is a close election. I don't think he's stupid! There were people out there who would have made a far worse choice. Bush is a decent man including the fact that he won't sell his soul to foreign policy or the Kremlin, but foreign policy may be a little different.

Q: What changes will Bush make?
A: Essentially, no change. He won't come in with a mandate like Reagan had.

Q: What are the key issues of the campaign?
A: America's choice views toward abortion. Though he does not think it's a party issue. Bush advocates giving low income families with children up to $1,000 in tax credit for each child under 4 years of age. These savings could be used to offset the costs of private day care. However, the Republicans are steadfastly opposed to direct government funding of day care and suggest that day care should remain the family's job or in private day care centers.

Q: Do you think Dukakis is too liberal?
A: No, because they have Congress. A: He will affect the domestic policies of the U.S. somewhat. He will try to get more aid to education, and he will handle the drug problem differently, although I'm not sure how. He will not sell his soul to the Democrats.

Q: Is there any essential difference between the Democratic and Republican Party?
A: Yes, concerning the role of government. The Democrats believe the job of the government is to provide services for the people and the Republicans want many of those services to come from the private sector.

Q: What is your opinion of Quayle?
A: My opinion? I think he's just stupid. There were people who had more to say than he. But I'm not qualified. People say that in the past the V.P. has made more of a difference, but it might.

Q: Do you think it will be a close election?
A: Yes, I think it is a close election. The polls are good indicators.

Q: Is there any essential difference between the Democratic and Republican Party?
A: Yes, concerning the role of government. The Democrats believe the job of the government is to provide services for the people and the Republicans want many of those services to come from the private sector.

Q: Do you think the abortion question has hurt the ticket?
A: No, definitely because they are considered at all.

Q: Do you think Dukakis doubts Bush and his character?
A: Yes, I think it is a close election. I don't think he's stupid! There were people out there who would have made a far worse choice. Bush is a decent man including the fact that he won't sell his soul to foreign policy or the Kremlin, but foreign policy may be a little different.

Q: What changes will Bush make?
A: Essentially, no change. He won't come in with a mandate like Reagan had.

Q: What are the key issues of the campaign?
A: America's choice views toward abortion. Though he does not think it's a party issue. Bush advocates giving low income families with children up to $1,000 in tax credit for each child under 4 years of age. These savings could be used to offset the costs of private day care. However, the Republicans are steadfastly opposed to direct government funding of day care and suggest that day care should remain the family's job or in private day care centers.

Q: Do you think Dukakis is too liberal?
A: No, because they have Congress. A: He will affect the domestic policies of the U.S. somewhat. He will try to get more aid to education, and he will handle the drug problem differently, although I'm not sure how. He will not sell his soul to the Democrats.

Q: Is there any essential difference between the Democratic and Republican Party?
A: Yes, concerning the role of government. The Democrats believe the job of the government is to provide services for the people and the Republicans want many of those services to come from the private sector.

Q: Do you think the abortion question has hurt the ticket?
A: No, definitely because they are considered at all.

Q: Do you think Dukakis doubts Bush and his character?
A: Yes, I think it is a close election. I don't think he's stupid! There were people out there who would have made a far worse choice. Bush is a decent man including the fact that he won't sell his soul to foreign policy or the Kremlin, but foreign policy may be a little different.

Q: What changes will Bush make?
A: Essentially, no change. He won't come in with a mandate like Reagan had.

Q: What are the key issues of the campaign?
A: America's choice views toward abortion. Though he does not think it's a party issue. Bush advocates giving low income families with children up to $1,000 in tax credit for each child under 4 years of age. These savings could be used to offset the costs of private day care. However, the Republicans are steadfastly opposed to direct government funding of day care and suggest that day care should remain the family's job or in private day care centers.

Q: Do you think Dukakis is too liberal?
A: No, because they have Congress. A: He will affect the domestic policies of the U.S. somewhat. He will try to get more aid to education, and he will handle the drug problem differently, although I'm not sure how. He will not sell his soul to the Democrats.

Q: Is there any essential difference between the Democratic and Republican Party?
A: Yes, concerning the role of government. The Democrats believe the job of the government is to provide services for the people and the Republicans want many of those services to come from the private sector.
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National & State Congressional Races

The following is a list of local candidates who will be on the ballot November 8th. Information has been provided by candidates' campaign literature or coverage from their visits to Trinity College.

**U.S. SENATE RACE**

**SENATOR LOWELL P. WECKER**

Rep. Lowell P. Wecker began his political career in 1962 when he was elected to the Connecticut general assembly. He served three terms and in 1968 he was elected as U.S. Congress- man for the fourth district of Con- necticut. He was elected as Sena- tor of Connecticut in 1970 and is now running for a fourth term. Wecker has run his campaign on his reputation as a "maverick" being a civil right defender. On specific issues he plans to increase funding for education and does not list to run programs for student loans.

Unlike many Republicans Wecker is against the death penalty, supports control of choice on the issue of abortion, and is against military aid to the country.

On the subject of military de- fence, Wecker is against the cruise missile, but sup- ports the MX, and supports unnecessary military bases.

On the subject of strategic defense, the Senate is working on research, but at lower levels of spending.

**ATTORNEY GENERAL JOSEPH K. LIEBERMAN**

Lieberman wants to appoint a cabinet level position of Environmental Control and provide full support for Court, Court drug enforcement ef- forts. He also favors focusing on early and comprehensive drug educa- tion.

Lieberman supports strengthening of the Clean Water Act, en- forcement of existing sewage treat- ment plant permits, and public educa- tion on controlled use of fertilizers and pesticides.

Lieberman opposes the MX initiative. He is also opposed to abor- tion.

Reduced, he says he would focus on balancing the budget, but also to work to improve the educa- tional system and the environment.

**STATESENATOR RACE**

**WILLIAM DIBELLA - Demo- crat**

The incumbent Dibella has been in the Senate for four terms. He feels that his experience over Ken- nedy will help him win the election. Since he has lived in Hartford all his life and attended local schools, Dibella believes that he understands urban issues.

In issues regarding Hartford, Dibella wishes to maintain taxes in the city and plans to launch a major campaign on combating drug use in the city. Dibella proposes to double the number of policemen in Hartford and fund teaching in schools against drugs starting in the Fifth grade.

Dibella has been criticized for his opponent Patrick Kennedy as being for "bourgeois" hobbies. Dibella says this is an "out of touch." Dibella be- lieves that being should be a local matter for each community to decide.

**PATRICK KENNEDY - Repub- lican**

Kennedy uses Dibella's campaign as a "maverick" being a civil right defender. On specific issues he plans to increase funding for education and does not list to run programs for student loans.

Unlike many Republicans Wecker is against the death penalty, supports control of choice on the issue of abortion, and is against military aid to the country.

On the subject of military de- fence, Wecker is against the cruise missile, but sup- ports the MX, and supports unnecessary military bases.

On the subject of strategic defense, the Senate is working on research, but at lower levels of spending.

**REPRESENTATIVE BAR- BARA KENNELLY**

The incumbent Barbara Ken- nelly is running for her third term and is favored to win by $6000, a figure closer to what she anticipated. She is running for re-election to the State Senate, and served six of those terms.

Kennelly, he supports funding for the poor of Hartford. He is optimistic that his Puerto Rican roots will hold for the 1988 elections.

DiBella opposes the MX initiative. He is also opposed to abortion.
Professors, Reps. Debate Election Issues

—By Judy Sanford—
Production Editor

Four main issues of the 1988 Presidential election were presented by Trinity faculty and Connecticut State Representatives in the forum titled "The Presidential Election: The Issues." The format of the debate allowed a five minute presentation on each of the four topics by a member of the Trinity College Faculty and a five minute presentation by a member of the Connecticut General Assembly. The two representatives were chosen by lottery from among the participants.

The forum, which lasted over three hours, opened with Professor of Political Science Dr. Walter Conner presenting the first of the positions that the United States holds in Central America. In his presentation, "In El Salvador and Nicaragua, the US has an interest in ensuring that anti-American, who is fighting against leftist governments, is not supported by the [leftist] government," he explained.

Conner pointed out that the U.S. supports revolutionaries who are fighting against the government...[in Central America, we are there without permission]. Conner pointed out that in 1984, the U.S. sided with the Sandinista, a fact which was to be regaled by the International Court of Justice.

Conner then questioned the right of the U.S. to intervene in other countries, because they share the Western hemisphere. "Our country is alive and well," he noted. The professor added, if it was previously the justification, then they had the U.S. not interested in Cuba, which is closer and on major seas.

"It is a question of how U.S. rising more than it can achieve?" Conner continued to point out the serious problems in Cuba, Costa Rica and Honduras. "If we support these U.S. policies, our goals being achieved?"

Dr. Thomas McSweeney, professor of political science at Trinity College, presented the second of the positions of the United States holds in Central America. In his presentation, "In El Salvador and Nicaragua, the US has an interest in ensuring that anti-American, who is fighting against leftist governments, is not supported by the [leftist] government," he explained.

The forum opened with a five minute presentation on each of the four topics by a member of the Trinity College Faculty and a five minute presentation by a member of the Connecticut General Assembly. The two representatives were chosen by lottery from among the participants.

The four topics were debated by Democratic Speaker of the House Mr. Stoelburg, surrogate for Governor Mike Dukakis, and Republican Deputy Speaker of the House Irv Stcolburg, surrogate for President George Bush. The platforms of the Democratic and Republican candidates on these top-

Dr. Clyde D. McKee, Jr., Professor of Political Science next presented an argument centered around the concerns of an "education president." He believes the five goals of education should be salvation for education, education for occupation, education for citizenship, education for self fulfillment, and education for leisure. McKee then asked how successful the U.S. hard work in fulfilling these goals. He stated that the U.S. supports revolutionaries who are fighting against the [leftist] government, as explained earlier.

Regarding the issues of crime and capital punishment, Albrecht stated that the death penalty was necessary and that it protected society from the burdens of crime and the protection of society. He explained that there was one constitutional amendment that would allow the capital punishment system to be used as a deterrent against criminals.

Kennedy then asked how successful the death penalty was on serious criminals, including welfare and health care. Kennedy stated that the republicans believe in reasonable child care pro-

The forum opened with a five minute presentation on each of the four topics by a member of the Trinity College Faculty and a five minute presentation by a member of the Connecticut General Assembly. The two representatives were chosen by lottery from among the participants.

The four topics were debated by Democratic Speaker of the House Mr. Stoelburg, surrogate for Governor Mike Dukakis, and Republican Deputy Speaker of the House Irv Stcolburg, surrogate for President George Bush. The platforms of the Democratic and Republican candidates on these top-

Budget deficit: The platforms of the President George Bush.

The Presidential Election

The format of the debate allowed a five minute presentation on each of the four topics by a member of the Trinity College Faculty and a five minute presentation by a member of the Connecticut General Assembly. The two representatives were chosen by lottery from among the participants.

The four topics were debated by Democratic Speaker of the House Mr. Stoelburg, surrogate for Governor Mike Dukakis, and Republican Deputy Speaker of the House Irv Stcolburg, surrogate for President George Bush. The platforms of the Democratic and Republican candidates on these top-
Elections '88
Libertarian Candidate Lectures at Trinity

-By Matthew G. Miller-
Editor-in-Chief

This past Thursday, the Libertarian Party candidate for the Presidency of the United States, Ron Paul, addressed an audience of about 250 in Cinestudio, and outlined his unique program for the restructuring of the political system. He addressed more specific topics in his pre-speech news conference in Hamlin Hall.

Paul, a native of Lake Jackson, Texas, and a former Republican Congressman from the district just outside Houston, announced his candidacy on February 16, 1987, and has been stumpng the country to garner support for "the third largest and fastest growing party in the United States".

Dr. Paul explained the Libertarian philosophy of a "Trinity of Values", a strong support of civil liberties, a free market/hard currency economy, and an isolationist/purely defensive foreign policy.

His main arguments centered around the need for less government. He explained that both Bush and Dukakis were very close in almost all policy areas, and that he offers an alternative, not a choice between the lesser of two evils. Paul would eliminate the income tax, the IRS, decriminalize all drugs, and begin an isolationist foreign policy, withholding all troops from all other countries.

When pressed on his statement concerning the liberalization of drugs, Paul explained that alcohol and tobacco are the two most deadly drugs, yet they are legal. Why should we waste so much money fighting a problem we cannot defeat? His second track was civil libertarian. "We should have the freedom to deal with our own bodies. We have turned AIDS victims and cancer victims into drug smugglers...and that is a disgrace."

Paul stated that the government should play only three roles; First, to provide national defense, enforce contracts, and to run federal courts for the protection of liberty.

When Paul was questioned on his expectations for the election, he answered realistically. "We have accomplished much more than we have dreamed we could do. We have raised $3-4 million, which is by far our greatest effort, and anything less than 1% of the vote would be disappointing. My guess is 2%." Paul went on to explain that three-fourths of his money has gone to gathering ballot signatures, which has placed him on the ballot in 47 states and the District of Columbia. In every state that he garners 1% of the vote, it allows the party to automatically appear on the ballot in the next general election.

With a success in this election, Paul believes that the Libertarians can expand their base. They can only register in 15 states, and their are only 200,000 registered party members, but he hopes that number will grow as more people hear of the party. With 105 members holding office, he believes that a strong grass roots campaign will open up the party to new followers who will see that our present government "is being crushed under its own weight."

The Environment

New Nuclear Reactors
Yes, with high safety standards
Bush
No, unless new safety measures are devised
Dukakis

Clean Water
Ban ocean dumping by 1991, Supported Clean Water Act
Bush
Reduce sulfur dioxide emissions by 50%
Dukakis

Acid Rain
Reduce sulfur dioxide emissions by billions of tons
Bush
Dukakis

Offshore Oil Drilling
Yes, except in sensitive areas
Bush
No, except where environment will not be compromised
Dukakis

Civil Rights

Equal Rights Amendment
Yes
Bush
No
Dukakis

Constitutional amendment to prohibit abortion, taxpayer funded abortions
Yes
Bush
No
Dukakis

Universal Voter Registration Act
Position
Bush
No
Dukakis

Voluntary prayer in public schools
Yes
Bush
No
Dukakis

Death penalty for drug dealers who commit murder
Yes
Bush
No
Dukakis

The Economy

Increased Income Taxes
NO
Dukakis
YES
Bush

Deficit Reduction Plan (first priority)
Improve tax enforcement
Flexible freeze amendments
Bush
NO
Dukakis
YES

Minimum wage increased to $4.55/hr.
Dukakis
YES
Bush
NO

Balanced budget amendment
Dukakis
YES
Bush
NO

The Family

Parental Leave
Up to employer
Dukakis
Guaranteed
Bush

Child Care
Federal assistance standards
Bush
Tax credit for working parents
Dukakis

Guaranteed basic health insurance
NO
Bush
YES
Dukakis

Increased federal student loans
NO
Bush
YES
Dukakis
Talk (TAPF) on Nov. 2 at 4 pm at 70 Tory Clawson, Class of '89, will give a talk entitled "Nepali Women." Admission is free and refreshments will be served.

A lecture titled "A Song in Chapman" will be given by Kay Yellen, administrative assistant to the Dean of Students at Trinity, on Nov. 3 at 12:30 pm in the Commons, Matter Hall. Free admission.

EXHIBITS

"Flying Falling" by Mary DeBacco will be open through Nov. 18 in the Wadsworth Gallery, Arts Center. It will be open 1 to 5 pm daily.

"Mel Kendrick: Essays Small Wood Works" will be held from Nov. 20 through Dec. 21 in the Wadsworth Gallery, Arts Center. It will be open 1 to 5 pm daily.

"Early Atlases: 1500 to 1800" will be on display through Jan. 3 in the Widener Library. Free admission.

"Nepali Women" by Mahendra R. Rana will be open through Nov. 18 in the Widener Library. Free admission.

"Whirligig" by Mac Wellman will be directed by Randall and will be held on Nov. 2 at 5 pm in the Alumni Lounge. All interested parties are invited.

VOLUNTEERS needed to work with children who have been exposed to family violence. "House need role models to counteract the negative experiences. They need adults to believe in. THEY NEED YOU! If interested, please call 246-9149.

NEW ANNOUNCEMENTS

Capital Campaign

The Capital Campaign to date includes a $1.9 million designated for academic programs; $5.5 million for financial aid; $7.5 million for facilities; $6.1 million in Annual Fund gifts; and $3.4 million designated for miscellaneous purposes. In addition there are $5.6 million in unrestricted gifts and $2.9 million remaining undesignated.

The Campaign for Trinity was launched in September 1986 with $17 million in gifts and pledges toward a goal of $42 million. Co-chairing the Campaign were Horatio D. Smith, a Hartford native now living in New York; and Morris Lloyd, Jr., 60, of Philadelphia.

Other major contributions to the Campaign to date include a real estate gift from trustee Roy N. Cibelli of New Canaan, Conn.; $1 million for financial aid from George M. Ferris '16 of Washington, D.C.; $1 million from an anonymous donor; a collection of ornithological books valued at more than $1 million from Mr. and Mrs. Osmond Underly of Avon; grants totaling $3.6 million from the Pew Charitable Trusts of Philadelphia and $1 million from the estate of Mrs. John R. Reemeyer '22 of Barkhamsted, Conn.; a $500,000 gift from Mr. and Mrs. Donald DeCosta of Norwalk, Conn.; and $300,000 from "The Travelers.""
Musical Theater Revue Showcases Varieties

As Sarah Reed - Special to the Tripod

This weekend the Trinity community was offered a chance to experience the Annual Musical Theatre Revue in Goodwin Theatre. This production, a compilation of songs from the musical theatre ranging in time from a remake of Gilbert and Sullivan's 1875 show Trial by Jury to "There is Nothing Like a Dame" from the movie "42nd Street," provided an opportunity for the performers to showcase their talents. The wide variety of productions from which songs were selected showed the versatility of the performers.

Three freshman women, Chelsea King, Kimberly Magidson, and Margaret Oury started off the evening performing songs from productions of Trial by Jury and Other People's Money. Oury's rendition of "There Is Nothing Like a Dame," in which all three performers sang solos, was especially well received, as was "I Want It All," in which all three performers sang together.

Next was a remake of Trial by Jury with a rock-glamor theme blended into it, provoked much laughter from the audience. The satirical update was delightful and especially well cast. The unnecessary male role in which Mahlon Stewart performed the role of Edwin was extremely comical, as was Linda Ivey's impersonation of the role of Angelina, Edwin's estranged fiancée. In addition, arasing role, the singing role was given by Steve Scharf in the role of the Learned Judge. The second half of the Revue was executed by a group of very talented performers who showed great skill in their ability to switch roles, from the humorous and the bizarre to the tragic. In scenes from Merrie Wench, the Fool along with Michael Goldman assumed the role of Franklin, a common role whose theme was to be seen throughout the evening. The musical is a member of the Hartford Symphony and New York Virtuosi. As a portrait of traditional music, he performed with Contraband, a country dance band, and in a two-time champion of the New England Fiddler Contest. As a recording artist, he can be heard with artists such as singer Melba Moore and the Manhattan, British Isles band. Woodiel teaches violin and fiddling at the Hartt School's Community Division. Woodiel is director of faculty grants at Trinity College, director of Trinity's summer chamber music series, and also teaches piano and courses in American music at Trinity. Since 1980, he has been director and coach of the American Music/Theatre Group. He has given numerous solo recitals and has accompanied singers from various opera companies. He has received master's and graduate degrees in music and piano literature from the University of Rochester and Eastman School of Music.

Unconventional Violin

Violinist Paul Woodiel of Hartford conducted Nasimi Morns of West Hartford will explore the breadth of the relationship between violin music and dance in "An Unconventional Violin Concert." In Hamilton Hall at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 6. Music will include folk tunes from Sweden, Hungary, Romania, the British Isles and New England.

Woodiel, who was raised in Hartford, holds a bachelor's degree in music from the Hartt School of Music and is a member of the Hartford Symphony and New York Virtuosi. As a portrait of traditional music, he performed with Contraband, a country dance band, and in a two-time champion of the New England Fiddler Contest. As a recording artist, he can be heard with artists such as singer Melba Moore and the Manhattan, British Isles band. Woodiel teaches violin and fiddling at the Hartt School's Community Division. Woodiel is director of faculty grants at Trinity College, director of Trinity's summer chamber music series, and also teaches piano and courses in American music at Trinity. Since 1980, he has been director and coach of the American Music/Theatre Group. He has given numerous solo recitals and has accompanied singers from various opera companies. He has received master's and graduate degrees in music and piano literature from the University of Rochester and Eastman School of Music.

Women's Center Sponsors Series

The Women's Center is presenting a series entitled "Women in the Public Eye," including video art, films, lectures and discussions designed to promote critical awareness of women in the media. All events are free and open to the public.

November 3: A collection of videos shown continuously from 11:45 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Student Union. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Women on the Run" by Margot Ross; "Proud to be one of the Last Totally Female Bands" by Teena Marie; "Women's Music" by Irene Segalove. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Not a Jealous Bone" by Cecelia Condit; "Perils of Pain" by Vale Export and more.

November 9: Film and Discussion at 7:30 pm in Scaccia 6-7. Includes: "Women in the Media," "Women in the Media," "Women's Music" by Irene Segalove. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Not a Jealous Bone" by Cecelia Condit; "Perils of Pain" by Vale Export and more.

November 16: Film and Discussion at 7:30 pm in Scaccia 6-7. Includes: "Women in the Media," "Women's Music" by Irene Segalove. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Not a Jealous Bone" by Cecelia Condit; "Perils of Pain" by Vale Export and more.

November 23: Film and Discussion at 7:30 pm in Scaccia 6-7. Includes: "Women in the Media," "Women's Music" by Irene Segalove. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Not a Jealous Bone" by Cecelia Condit; "Perils of Pain" by Vale Export and more.

November 30: Film and Discussion at 7:30 pm in Scaccia 6-7. Includes: "Women in the Media," "Women's Music" by Irene Segalove. Includes: "My Father's a Homo" by Irene Segalove; "Not a Jealous Bone" by Cecelia Condit; "Perils of Pain" by Vale Export and more.

December 7: Model Media Women, a panel discussion with Joan Brownman, associate professor of women's studies and stand-up comedian at Franklin College, Simon Turkelshlaifer, video artist from New York's "Super Tiger TV, Video Collective; Lois Konetzke, Vice- President, WFSU TV; and Jean Look, Photographer. The event begins at 7:30 pm in the Auditorium.

December 14: A Working Woman's View: A Lecture by Velma Mac Greaves. Host for National Public Radio's "Horizon" series, commentates on the history of various women's movements, the rise of feminism, the role of women in the workforce, and various social issues that affect women today.
Rainbow Sound Gives Voice To Literary Women of Color

-Elizabeth Horno-
Art Editor

Tomorrow at 8:15 in Goodwin Theatre, the second annual Rainbow Sound poetry series will open with the readings of Audrie Lorde and Margaret Randall. This three-part series of readings by female writers was the brainchild of renowned poet, activist, and former faculty member Margaret Randall. Rainbow Sound, which debuted last spring and is now an annual event at the College, seeks to give voice to some of the finest women poets in the country. Poets are selected according to co-coordinator Gill Woodl, Assistant Dean of Faculty, with an emphasis on "the different perspectives of women of color."

While last year's poets were chosen by Margaret Randall, in the wake of her departure three coordinators took charge of the program. Naomi Amen, Director of Faculty Grants, Judith Branzburg, Coordinator of the Women's Center, and Gill Woodl, Assistant Dean of Faculty comprise this year's coordinating committee. Coordination of Rainbow Sound involves securing the speakers, arranging their transportation and accommodations, coordinating receptions, book-signings and meetings with students, seeking co-sponsors and advertising the events.

The Women's Center, a sponsor of Rainbow Sound, is also offering a discussion series of writer's work several days before each reading. On October 31 Naomi Amen will lead a discussion of selected works by Margaret Randall and Audrie Lorde. On November 11 Maureen O'Brien of the Writing Center will discuss the works of Kimiko Hahn and Joy Harjo. And on November 29, Judith Branzburg of the Women's Center will focus on the works of Lyll Becerra de Jenkins and Marge Piercy. All discussions will take place in the Women's Center, third floor of Mather Campus Center. At 12:30 p.m.

Arrangements for this year's poets began long before coordinated largely by Naomi Amen and Gill Woodl. Tomorrow's opening features introductory readings by Margaret Randall, a published writer and photographer, and another from the centerpiece, "Crossing Delancy," is a film about a single woman living in New York after seeing the movie. It starts out really slow, but the end is worth it. In conclusion I have to say that the story is a classic, endearing is exactly how I describe it. To borrow a word from Russ, envisioning is also exactly how I describe the film too. The story is an age-old one, but it is the first time I've seen it on film-or maybe just the first time I've seen it on film in such an innovative way. Seeing the film pick up, however, when Izzie's grandmother "bubbi" says "What was a woman of the 80's do? To borrow a word from Russ, envisioning is also exactly how I describe the film too. The story is an age-old one, but it is the first time I've seen it on film-or maybe just the first time I've seen it on film in such an innovative way. Seeing the film pick up, however, when Izzie's grandmother "bubbi" says "What was a woman of the 80's do? To borrow a word from Russ, envisioning is also exactly how I describe the film too. The story is an age-old one, but it is the first time I've seen it on film—or maybe just the first time I've seen it on film in such an innovative way. Seeing

The action is slow, but the character is artful. It takes a little while, but the story builds to some excellent comedy. The film has the potential to become screwball and slapstick in many places, with its mix of eccentric characters, yet it chooses some very endearing "Citizens," and then even smaller levels, but never stops being nice, which is a very appealing range of fare. For correspondents who rat the rise your spirits, see "Crossing Delancy." It will have you feeling (to coin a corny phrase similar to Russ) that "Home is where the heart is."
This Week's Joe Harris NCAA Football Picks

Choose of the Day

- **Air Force** 28 * Army 27
- **Arizona St.** 24 * Oregon St. 21
- **Arkansas** 21 * Baylor 14
- **Auburn** 38 * South Miss. 14
- **Bates** 21 * Bowdoin 20
- **Boston Coll.** 21 * Tennessee 20
- **Brown** 24 * Maine 14
- **Clemson** 28 * N. Carolina 7
- **Colorado** 24 * Missouri 21
- **Cornell** 17 * Yale 14
- **Dartmouth** 24 * Columbia 14
- **Delaware** 28 * Connecticut 21
- **Duke** 21 * Wake Forest 20
- **Edinboro** 28 * Slippery Rk. 14
- **Florida** 31 * N.C. St. 21
- **Georgia** 21 * Florida 20
- **Harvard** 35 * Boston Univ. 14
- **Indiana** 21 * Illinois 20
- **Iowa** 35 * N. Western 20
- **Kansas St.** 14 * Kansas 13
- **Lexington** 31 * Bucknell 21
- **L.S.U.** 20 * Alabama 17
- **Mass** 24 * Richmond 17
- **Miami** FL 31 * Tulsa 17
- **Michigan St.** 21 * Purdue 17
- **Michigan** 35 * Minnesota 7
- **Middlebury** 17 * Colby 7
- **Nebraska** 31 * Iowa State 7
- **N.C. State** 24 * Virginia 21
- **N. Dart** 42 * Rice 7
- **Ohio State** 28 * Wisconsin 14
- **Ohio** St. 21 * Okla. State 20
- **Penn State** 31 * Maryland 14
- **Pittsburgh** 21 * Rutgers 14
- **Princeton** 24 * Colgate 17
- **U.S.C.** 34 * California 14
- **Syracuse** 35 * Navy 14
- **TRINITY** 14 * Amherst 7
- **Tufts** 17 * Hamilton 14
- **U.C.L.A.** 24 * Oregon 14
- **Washington** 24 * Arizona 21
- **W. Virginia** 42 * Cincinnati 14

Equestrian Alive and Well

**by Andrea Kraner - Correspondent**

If you're surprised to hear that Trinity even has an Equestrian Team, you'd better sit up and read this article attentively so that you can see just what kind of an Equestrian Team Trinity has.

While the majority of Trinity doesn't possess a head horse or to places warmer, the Equestrians head to UConn at Storrs on October 15 for its first intercollegiate horse show of the year. The show saw the team put in very strong performance, and Trinity came away with the title of "High Point College." Sophomore rider Laura Jeolma put in two blue ribbon-winning performances, and was named Reserve High Point Rider.

The team, through the individual competition, was able to secure thirteen ribbons out of a possible seventeen. Five of these ribbons were blue (first place finishers), and all were part of Trinity's "High Point" tally. Winning rides were had by Karen Hobbs (tenth place finisher) in the Open Division Flax class, Laura Jeolma in the Intermediate Flat and Novice Fences (jumping), Jennifer Smith in the Intermediate Fences, and Sabrina Yager in Beg. Walk-True Cutter (W-T-C)

Other team members, while not winning their classes, all put in good performances which helped reinforce Trinity's position of being the team to watch. Jennifer Smith placed second in Intermediate Flat. Sarah Cock and Sherri Goadsky (Adv. W-T) both placed third in their respective classes, an old Karen Hobbs in the Open Fences class and Sarah Chuppell in the Advanced W-T-C class. Michelle Robin took fifth in both of her classes, as well as the Open Division, while Anne Robb received a sixth place in the Novice Fences class.

Though there were riders who did not place among the top six finishers in their classes, all put in good rides despite various outside distractions such as personal emergencies, graduate school admissions tests that morning, and inexperience with the interleagistic system of equestrian competition.

"Everyone, including myself, and Andrea Kraner, helped usher the team's victory, and were proud to have participated.

As a note of explanation, the interleagistic horse show association is run in a rather unique manner. All of the competing riders are given, by the lack of the draw, a horse to ride, as provided by the host college on the morning of the competition. This means that the riders are competing in horses which they likely have never seen, let alone ridden, before! This is equivalent to playing tennis with an unfamiliar racket or, worse yet, not having your sneakers on. Competing riders are not allowed to warm up their horse prior to entering the ring, meaning it is serving in tennis with no previous warmup with that unfamiliar racket. This system then forces the rider to immediately assess his or her horse's strengths and weaknesses upon entering the show ring, thereby encouraging riders to understand their mounts and horses in general. This makes the wins of the day all the more exciting, because of the skill required to obtain them.

The team's next show was held at the Equestrian Center in Simsbury, CT, the "home" of Trinity's Equestrian Team. We had a young team, but now the freshmen know what it takes to play college tennis. We are going to count on that next year.

The Trinity Women's Tennis team began their string of matches over the weekend with either, slowly dropping their match with Vassar, 2-7, on October 16. However, including Banty quickly righted themselves, returning from the loss to Vassar,, proving convincing wins over Wesleyan, 6-3, and Mt. Holyoke, 6-3. Thus the Lady Bants completed their regular season with two consecutive victories.

Although the team was crushed by Vassar, coach Wendy Bartlett was enthusiastic about #3 seeded Heather Watkins excelling win, 6-7, 6-4, 4-6. The other winning match for the Lady Bants was the doubles team of Debbie Andringa and Eleanor Orr, who won by 6-3, 3-6, 4-6 score.

The team traveled in favor of the Bants, in their home matches against Wesleyan and Mt. Holyoke. Against Wesleyan, key winners included #3 seed Maria Novares, 6-4, 6-4, and #2 seed Anne Nicholson, 6-3, 6-3. Reversing at the season, Ne-
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The Trinity College football team has officially opened its season with a resounding victory over Bates University. Despite traveling to Connecticut, the Bantams have managed to maintain their winning streak with a solid performance.

On October 22, the weather was cool and the atmosphere electric as the Trinity football team faced off against Bates University at the Head of the Connecticut in Middletown. The Bantams were determined to prove their worth against the always-tough Hamilton squad.

The game started with a bang as Corrie Foster scored a one-yard dive, giving Trinity an early lead. The Bantams were on fire, and Tim Jensen followed up with a 33-yard field goal to make it 13-0.

Trinity's defense held firm, allowing only a single touch down by Bates early in the third quarter. The Bantams defense tightened, and Trinity called for an additional field goal to take a commanding 16-0 lead at the half.

In the second half, Trinity continued their dominant performance, limiting Bates to just 29 total yards in the second quarter. The Bantams had to come from behind once again, as Kevin Ris scored from three yards out, and quarterback Kevin Griffin fell for a touchdown. The Bantams were up 23-7.

The game was over by the third quarter, and the crowd cheered as Trinity moved to their 10th straight victory with a convincing win over Bates. The Bantams are now 7-0 on the season, and they face an always-tough Hamilton squad next.

The Trinity College football team is off to a strong start this season. The Bantams are looking forward to their next game against the Hamilton squad, and they hope to extend their winning streak.
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FOOTBALL
TRINITY (3-0-1) 7 0 13 7 - 27
Hamilton (2-2) 3 10 0 0 - 13
T - Toth 77 punt return, 2:04 first
H - O'Steen 35 FG, 4:03 first
H - Clair 9 run (O'Steen kick), 12:07 second
T - Foster 1 run (Jensen kick), 12:39 third
T - Redgate 9 pass from Levine (Jensen kick), 9:28 fourth.
TRINITY (4-0-1) 6 8 7 0 - 21
Bates (1-4) 3 0 0 6 - 9
B - Gitlin 27 FG, 7:42 first
T - Foster 3 run (kick failed), 11:05
T - Foster 3 run (Redgate pass from Griffin), 12:30 first
T - Griffin 10 run (Jensen kick), 9:28 third
B - Cogliano 18 pass from Travers (pass failed), 14:34 fourth.
Coast Guard (7-1) 6 6 3 13 - 28
TRINITY (4-1-1) 10 14 3 0 - 27
CG - Adams 49 pass from Subocz (kick failed), 3:58 first
T - Davis 35 pass from Griffin (Jensen kick), 10:43 first
T - Jensen 33 FG, 12:12 first
T - Ronse 2 'fumble ret. (Jensen kick), 4:48 second
CG - Roth 28 FG, 10:24 second
CG - Roth 30 FG, 13:54 second
T - Redgate 31 pass from Griffin (Jensen kick), 14:35 second
T - Jensen 41 FG, 7:15 third
CG - Roth 41 FG, 10:47 third
CG - Green 2 run (Roth kick), 1:22 fourth
CG - Hueter 15 run (pass failed), 9:48 fourth.
FIELD HOCKEY
TRINITY (8-3-1) 2 - 4
Keene St. (9-4-3) 1 - 1
TRINITY (4-0-1) 6 8 7 0 - 21
Bates (1-4) 3 0 0 6 - 9
B - Gitlin 27 FG, 7:42 first
T - Foster 3 run (kick failed), 11:05
T - Foster 3 run (Redgate pass from Griffin), 12:30 first
T - Griffin 10 run (Jensen kick), 9:28 third
B - Cogliano 18 pass from Travers (pass failed), 14:34 fourth.
Coast Guard (7-1) 6 6 3 13 - 28
TRINITY (4-1-1) 10 14 3 0 - 27
CG - Adams 49 pass from Subocz (kick failed), 3:58 first
T - Davis 35 pass from Griffin (Jensen kick), 10:43 first
T - Jensen 33 FG, 12:12 first
T - Ronse 2 'fumble ret. (Jensen kick), 4:48 second
CG - Roth 28 FG, 10:24 second
CG - Roth 30 FG, 13:54 second
T - Redgate 31 pass from Griffin (Jensen kick), 14:35 second
T - Jensen 41 FG, 7:15 third
CG - Roth 41 FG, 10:47 third
CG - Green 2 run (Roth kick), 1:22 fourth
CG - Hueter 15 run (pass failed), 9:48 fourth.
COMPUTERIZED WORLD SERIES
Game 1: Athletics 3, Dodgers 0
Game 2: Athletics 2, Dodgers 0
Game 3: Dodgers 5, Athletics 2
Game 4: Athletics 5, Dodgers 1
Game 5: Athletics 6, Dodgers 0
Series MVP: Storm Davis, Oakland
STATE SOCCER SCORING LEADERS
Points per match - MEN
1. Todd Taplin, Conn. College 3.0
2. Jeff Goddes, Conn. College 2.9
3. Dave Cadmus, Penn 2.6
4. Anthony Vaughn, S. Conn. 2.5
5. Dan dos Santos, Sac. Heurt 2.3
6. Jeff Nguyen, Coast Guard 2.2
Points per match - WOMEN
1. Lisa Matukaitis, E. Conn. 2.6
2. Sally Thayer, Trinity 2.1
3. Kristen Segko, Conn. College 2.0
4. Kathy Ennis, Trinity 1.6
5. Wendy Liberante, Post 1.6
6. Robin Gladys, E. Conn. 1.4
7. Debbie Glew, Trinity 1.3
TRINITY TRIPOD NHL
ALL NAME TEAM
Trent Yawney, Chicago D
Uwe Krupp, Buffalo D
Curtis Leschyshyn, Que. D
Teppo Numminen, Winn. D
Jeff Chychrun, Phila. D
Jeff Beukeboom, Edm. D
Markku Kylenmon, Winn. RW
Hanne Harvepaav, Winn. RW
Mikkel Kakeala, Islanders RW
Doan Patek, Minn. C
Jiri Hrdina, Calgary C
Bengt Gustafsson, Wash. C
Benoit Hogue, Buffalo LW
Magnus Rosene, Phila. LW
Iiro Jarvi, Quebec LW
Kari Takko, Minn. G
Head Coach: Robbie Flurek.

The College View Cafe Scoreboard

Athlete Of The Week

This week's College View Cafe Athlete Of The Week is Kathy Ennis. Ennis, a junior from Harwinton, Connecticut has led the women's soccer team to a 7 game unbeaten string, scoring 6 goals and picking up an assist in the last 6 games. She now has 10 goals and 2 assists on the year, and has led the Lady Bant soccer resurgence. Ennis will look to continue her scoring exploits in the NIAC's, starting next Saturday. Congratulations, Kathy, on a stellar performance!

Tuesday is $3 Pitcher Night At The View
The Trinity College Women’s Soccer Team continues to roll, and hope to ride to a game unbeaten string into the NIC playoffs. The team started to roll with a well-earned 1-0 win at Williams, 2-1/2-1-1/2 2-1-1, and left with a 4-2 loss. Trinity opened very quickly, scoring 3 goals in the first 30 minutes, and hanging on for the win. Kathy Lopez opened the scoring, hitting from long range on a shot that seems to float by a mesmerized Sara Stasburg, the Cougar goalkeeper.

Freshman sensation Sally Thayer continued her torrid scoring, yoking, Wheaton, and Wesleyan, and a 2-0-1-1 over Clark, Manhattanville, Mt. Holyoke, and Wesleyan, and a point against Clark, Manhattanville, Mt. Holyoke, and Wesleyan never threatened. Thayer, though, came up big again breaking in on the left side and making a goal with 1-19 remaining to take the game. There was scoring for the balance of regulation, and the Lady Bants were forced to go into double overtime. Trinity’s best chance occurred in the 80th, and after a Thayer shot was cleared, the Lady Bants were forced to go into double overtime. Trinity did indeed convert 10 of their chances.

On October 11th, the Clark Cross Country girls took second in the intercollegiate meet, behind Lady Bants, and left with a 4-2 loss. Trinity opened very quickly, scoring 3 goals in the first 30 minutes, and hanging on for the win. Kathy Lopez opened the scoring, hitting from long range on a shot that seems to float by a mesmerized Sara Stasburg, the Cougar goalkeeper.
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